Chef Specials

ROASTED PORK SANDWICH $12.5
BLACK HILL FARMS PORK, PROVOLONE, PEACH BARBECUE SAUCE, RED CABBAGE SLAW SERVED ON CIABATTA WITH CHOICE OF TWO SIDES

VEGAN CAESAR $11
BABY KALE, VEGAN CASHEW “PARMESAN”, CELERY, HOUSE CROUTONS, +$2 ADD TOFU OR CHICKEN

T.G.I.F. WE MADE IT!

RISE AND GRIND $8
HOUSEMADE COFFEE ALLSPICE SAKE, KATZ NITRO COLD BREW

GARDEN MULE $8
CUCUMBER RICE WINE, GINGER BEER, LIME

STOCK UP WHILE THEY’RE MARKED DOWN!
(RETAIL TAKE OUT ONLY)
HALF BOTTLE 2 FOR $30 SPECIAL!

CATENA MALBEC FROM MENDOZA, ARG
A BLEND OF THREE VINEYARDS - VINEYARDS ARE DIVIDED INTO LOTS THAT ARE HARVESTED AT DIFFERENT TIMES: THE LOWEST ALTITUDE BEING 3,000 FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL!

EVOLUTION WHITE BLEND FROM OREGON
THROUGH A STROKE OF LUCK AND/OR GENERAL INTENTION, NINE GRAPES-CHARDONNAY AND PINOT GRIS AMONG THEM-CAME TOGETHER AND REALLY LIKED EACH OTHER.